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BRUCE BANNER ~ SD Hybrid 
Bruce Banner, best known as the alter-ego of comic book hero The Incredible Hulk, might not be such 
a stressed-out ball of anger if he just had some of his namesake strain. This green monster also has 
hidden strength and features bright green nugs that pack the power of very high THC content. It’s a 
powerful strain whose effects come on quickly and strong and then tend to settle into a euphoric and 
creative buzz. The sativa effects of this strain are most evident and linger mostly in the head, but it 
may also provide body relaxation that make it an appropriate daytime bud for some. 

 

HEADBAND ~ ID Hybrid 
Meet Headband, the lovechild of cannabis’ power couple, OG Kush and Sour Diesel. The smooth, 
creamy smoke is accented by flavors of lemons and diesel while the long-lasting effects are great for 
pain relief, helping you to relax, and to combat elevated stress levels. Many report that the effects 
create a slight pressure around the crown of their head and feels as though they are wearing a 
headband. The effects have been known to come on slow, so pace yourself with this potent hybrid. 

 

SUPER BLUE DREAM ~ SD Hybrid 
Super Silver Haze was crossed with Blue Dream to create this fun and potent hybrid.  Taking after its 
sativa heritage, this strain is energizing and great for daytime use. While Super Blue Dream is 
powerful, it still allows you to focus and get things done. Like its Blue Dream parent, Super Blue 
Dream features a sour blueberry aroma. Due to this strain’s head-heavy effects, it may not be a good 
choice for consumers who suffer from headaches. For those who are afflicted with stress or anxiety, 
however, Super Blue Dream may be a good strain to try. 

 

TAHOE OG KUSH ~ ID Hybrid 
Tahoe OG is the perfect rainy day strain. Strong and fast-acting, you may not want to use this strain 
when you’re planning to leave the house. Great for those suffering from insomnia, pain, or lack of 
appetite, Tahoe OG has made a name for itself among other indicas. A top nighttime strain, it 
provides an extremely lazy, heavy body sensation. Due to superb breeding, Tahoe OG embodies all of 
the typical indica effects with an added euphoric, sativa-like kick. This strain features an earthy, 
lemon taste, and is a phenotype of OG Kush. 

 

CHOCOLATE HASHBERRY ~ Indica 
Chocolate Hashberry is an aromatic strain with quality effects and beautiful foliage. With a smell 
indicative of its name, Chocolate Hashberry reeks of chocolate, hashy spice, and sweet berries. This 
delicious scent comes from combining two fantastic Kush cuts, Chocolate Kush and Blackberry Kush. 
On top of its excellent flavor and aroma, Chocolate Hashberry’s Kush lineage offers a delightful mid-
level sedation and a relaxed mental state that helps curb anxiety and minor pain while enhancing 
mood and focus. 

 

GDP ~ Indica 
Granddaddy Purple (or GDP) is a famous indica cross between Purple Urkle and Big Bud. Its potent 
effects are clearly detectable in both mind and body, delivering a fusion of cerebral euphoria and 
physical relaxation. While your thoughts may float in a dreamy buzz, your body is more likely to find 
itself fixed in one spot for the duration of GDP’s effects. Like most heavy indica varieties, Granddaddy 
Purple is typically pulled off the shelf for consumers looking to combat pain, stress, insomnia, 
appetite loss, and muscle spasms. 

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275 

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225 

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275 

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275 
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LEMON TREE ~ SD Hybrid 
Lemon Tree is a hybrid cross of Lemon Skunk and Sour Diesel. The flavor profile is lemon all the way 
with a welcoming intensity the second you open the bag. Give this strain a shot if you’re looking for a 
balanced high from a new lemon cultivar. 

 

CHERRY SKUNK ~ ID Hybrid 
Cherry Skunk is an indica-dominant hybrid that combines genetics from Skunk Dawg and Poppa 
Cherry. Blissful, euphoric effects settle in to help dissolve stress and bad moods, while its calming 
qualities encourage rest and relaxation. This strain also provides a burst of cerebral energy and 
expands the mind to feed creativity and introspection. 

 

L.A. CONFIDENTIAL ~ Indica 
LA Confidential is known as a very popular and successful strain. Its buds have a frosty, lime green 
appearance and little purple leaves. The taste is smooth and piney, with a classic skunky aroma that 
does not linger for too long. Overall, LA Confidential is a well-rounded strain that delivers a fast-
approaching sensation that is both psychedelic and super calming on the mind and body. For newer 
patients seeking relief, LA Confidential can both lull you to sleep and treat acute pain. 

 

MEDUSA ~ ID Hybrid 
Medusa mixes smooth, sweet flavors with an earthy aroma of fresh blueberries to create a compelling 
hybrid. Using their strain Misty, Nirvana Seeds has developed a strong mix of sedating body effects 
with balanced and clear cerebral activity. Medical consumers appreciate Medusa’s ability to combat 
sleep issues and body pains. 

 

WATERMELON ZKITTLES ~ SD Hybrid 
A sativa dominant hybrid, Watermelon Zkittles is a cross of Zkittles and Watermelon Kush. It delivers 
a smooth flavor bursting with radical fruit flavors, like the sweet tropical candy. Watermelon Zkittles 
elicits positive mental energy, giving a boost to your mood and energy levels, making it ideal for 
daytime use with an energetic, yet relaxed, zest, making it perfect for social activities or artistic 
pursuits. Associated with feelings of good vibrations and an elated, happy state of being, Watermelon 
Zkittles is perfect for those who have a hunger for the sweetest things life has to offer. 

 

HOUSE BLEND ~ Variety 
A variety mix of flowers recently taken off the menu. 

 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190 

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225 


